I design and make contemporary lace anchored in a long tradition of Nottingham Lace-making. I
respond to changing demands of the interiors and fashion world, in the way lace-makers always have.
My original work includes wearable lace jewellery, gifts and a new range of lighting in a wide colour
palette.
I use natural fibres to create my wearable lace, but experiment with technical threads for
phosphorescence and fire retardancy. J.C. Middlebrook lace is vibrant and exciting, creating future
heirlooms. I’m always happy to discuss commissions and colour ideas.
The lace I make is comfortable and wearable; ‘Neck Lace’ adjustable in length, earrings so light they’re
barely there and lace bracelets ‘lacelets’ soft as a sleeve cuff.
Care for wearable lace couldn’t be easier. Treat like a silk scarf: hand wash
then reshape whilst damp, finally pressing from the reverse when dry.
Jayne Childs
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‘Fringe’ has been developed after my brief time as
Research Assistant in Nottingham Trent University’s Lace
Archive. I was inspired to create something more textured
and I saw that Nottingham lace designers and engineers
had been innovating with thread and texture during the
19th and 20th century.
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‘Paisley’, a reminder of Indian travels,

purple pop

stars and zen-like mandalas. I love the pattern caught into
the centre of the motif and just can’t wait to try new
variations!
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The

‘DH Lawrence’ motif was part of a

commission from the DH Lawrence Birthplace
Museum. It’s inspired by a fragment of
wallpaper from the writer’s birthplace, which
was discovered when the museum was
refurbishing.
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Moroccan Heart is my most popular
collection amongst other artists and designers!
Based on drawings made on holiday in Morocco,
this motif has a contemporary feel
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Daisy Dreamer is a floral motif, initially
designed for a bridal commission. I continued to work
on the collection for several months afterwards and it’s
now one of my most popular designs.
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Jasper is another floral motif, created for the
first Synchronise exhibition at the National Centre
for Craft and Design. I collaborated with ceramist
Clare Gage to make a collection of work inspired by
Wedgewood Jasperware
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Oakleaf motif is inspired by an old Nottingham Lace

drawing. A simple design, the beauty of the
collection comes from its repetition. Without
doubt the Oakleaf round neck lace NL8 is my
all time best seller!
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Geometric motif

‘Sunrise’ was designed to

balance out the floral elements in the majority of
my work. It’s based on an Art Deco type design,
and the sunrise may not be easy to find in the
final lace design, but I promise you, it IS there!
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Trefoil was one of the first lace designs I created. It is
inspired by an original Nottingham Lace design
and has the largest number of items in the
collection. It’s such an adaptable design, especially
when combined with the heart motif.
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I enjoy making lace motifs with unusual
themes, many of which don’t see the light of
day. However, my loyal customers have loved
the

Skull design as soon as it was

introduced! You Goths...

Items not pictured:
E20 Skull double earring £17.50
Large Jasper Skull Neck Lace £79
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15cm Round Lantern £25

20cm Drum Lampshade £45

Personalised (incl. 2x initials) £30

Table Lamp £62.50

30cm Drum Lampshade £55

Lighting- My line begins with small ‘lanterns’ for use with LED
tealights, as table centres or hanging lanterns for outdoor parties. My
lampshades show off the lace when the light is on or off, and
freestanding lamps cast a lacy shadow.

Black & White
Skull ornament

Colour
Heart ornament

Bokeh Lace Greetings Cards- Lace Anniversary gifts are one of the most
regular online searches for lace. I created this colourful card range in collaboration with
local photographer, Ash Brown. Original detachable lace motif. Quality print, presented
with white envelope in cellophane bag. Blank inside £4

